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“My name is Lidia and since I was 
a child, I wanted to get my hands 
dirty with land, the land of my 
countryside. An intimate and familiar 
place where I meet all my affections.”

ABOUT ME
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I was born in Lucera and raised in San Severo. My 
father was a farmer, my mother was a housewife first, 
farmer later when she was alone taking care of the 
farm and daughters. With her, there was Aunt Lidia, my 
second mother: two exceptional women from whom 
I’ve learned the strength of collaboration and courage.

Graduated in Economics and Commerce and with a 
master’s degree in business creation, I developed 
the desire to create my own farm where I could put 
my studies into practice combined with that passion 
for the countryside given by my father with his own 
absence. 

Collect the family inheritance by dedicating my soul 
and body to the production of extra virgin olive oil 
seemed like the most natural thing to do. To do it with 
professionalism reaching a lot of important milestones 
in my life as an agricultural entrepreneur is what 
distinguishes and gratifies me.

farmer by choice/
ABOUT ME



“I love my land, its trees, 
its Peranzana oil. 
It’s a love that sinks its feet into the 
land, just like my seven hundred 
travel friends.”

ROOTS
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For many years we have been 700 proud witnesses of 
the centennial history of the Antonacci’s farm. A female 
story from the very beginning when in the nineteenth 
century, Lidia’s great-grandmother, Vincenza, with 
obstinacy was recognized as the exclusive owner of 
the olive grove of Sant’Andrea, in the countryside of 
San Severo.

For centuries we have been 700 trees, the only 
inhabitants of this one estate, which has cultivation 
among its flagships of olives of the Peranzana cultivar, 
the variety with French origin that for centuries has 
found its ideal habitat in the High Tavoliere delle 
Puglie. For a long time, we were 700 trees gentle and 
still to proudly protect what remains of an ancient 
farmhouse fortified typical of Daunia.
Today we are Mio Padre è un Albero: a journey into 
time, a return to the origins, to the land, to Puglia. At 
the beginning of the story, we were 700 olive trees but 
now we are and we will be many more! 

700 trees tell their stories/
ROOTS



“On the pitch, where the supply 
chain opens and closes. When the 
link with the own land is so strong, 
choosing to produce in a short chain 
is one natural consequence.”

FRUITS
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Olives and wheat are the true fruit of Mio Padre è un 
Albero, they are the ones who have their roots here 
in Puglia, in the Capitanata countryside and proud to 
belong to a culture founded on respect for the territory, 
people and the environment. 

Using only the fruits produced in the field by the farm 
and close the production chain by entrusting them at 
the expert hands of master craftsmen, it is not just one 
competitive production need.
It is my responsible and ethical choice that I pursue 
since the beginning of my project, improving every 
year fundamental aspects and details in the realization 
of my short supply chain.

the short supply chain/
FRUITS



“Although small, the pantry of Mio 
Padre è un Albero is very large. 
An intimate place where you can 
find the good flavors from the past 
and yourself. Seasons bring always 
new fruits and increase with taste 
the present lines.”

IN THE 
PANTRY
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“Whoever owns a piece of land will always have it 
pantry full of provisions and in the house, there will 
never be shortage of anything! “.
These are my mother Octavia’s words she always used 
to repeat me and that I will never forget.

As once a good housewife took care of accumulated 
provisions, so today I open my farm notebook and 
image on how to use a year of work results. I love the 
flavor that speaks straight to the heart with its notes 
of goodness and simplicity, of tradition authentic 
and sincere genuineness. Straightforward and 
spontaneous like the sun on a beautiful spring day. 

the guarded world/
IN THE PANTRY



the extra 
virgin 
olive oils
/the monocultivar and the 
selections

“Extra virgin oils take shape from 
olives. It is from here that everything 
has started!”



Mio Padre è un 
Albero
/peranzana

extra virgin olive oil
ITALIAN

Medium fruity, herbaceous with fresh aromas 
of artichoke, tomato leaf and almond. 
The taste shows balanced bitterness and spicy notes.

monocultivar
PERANZANA

MILLING: cold
HARVESTING: facilitated
APPEARANCE: naturally decanted or filtered

SENSORY PROFILE:

SIZES:
0,25L Bottle (package of 12)
0,50L Bottle (package of 6)
Bag in box 3L - 5L



Le Impollinatrici
/marinese /rotondella

ITALIAN

MARINESE: oil characterized by a medium fruity, herbaceous 
with strong aromas of fresh almond and artichoke. To the 
taste, has discrete notes of bitter and spicy. 
ROTONDELLA: oil characterized by a medium to intense fruity, 
herbaceous with fresh aromas of artichoke, almond and light 
tomato. The taste shows balanced bitterness and spicy notes.

monocultivar
MARINESE/ROTONDELLA

SIZES:
0,25L Bottles (package of 12)
0,50L Bottles (package of 6)
Bag in box 3L - 5L

extra virgin olive oil

MILLING: cold
HARVESTING: facilitated
APPEARANCE: naturally decanted or filtered

SENSORY PROFILE:



L’ho scelto 
per Te
/selected oils

Oil characterized by a unique intensity of fruitiness 
and aromatic notes because the blend is continually 
different since different oils are carefully selected and 
used to create the blend. The only sure thing is the 
pleasantness of the result because ... I chose it for you!

PROFILO ORGANOLETTICO:

CONFEZIONI:
0,25L Bottle (package of 12)
0,50L Bottle (package of 6)
Bag in box 3L - 5L

blend

ITALIAN
extra virgin olive oil

MILLING: cold
HARVESTING: facilitated
APPEARANCE: naturally decanted or filtered



le Conserva
/vegetables in oil and pate

“If there is oil in the house, there 
is also secret to keep the seasonal 
vegetables.”



/lampascioni

/artichokes

/tomatoes

/eggplants

vegetables in oil and pate
Fresh seasonal vegetables from the Capitanata. Seasoned 
and smoothies in extra virgin olive oil Mio Padre è un Albero 
and with spices typical of the Apulian gastronomic tradition.

VEGETABLES IN OIL:
Homemade lampascioni
Grilled artichokes
Dry tomatoes
Fillet aubergines

SPREADABLE PATE:
Lampascioni
Artichokes
Dry tomatoes
Eggplant

SIZES:
212mL jar
314mL jar

SIZES:
106mL jar



le Farine
/wheat semolina and pasta

“In June the durum wheat fields 
mature and become blond, they 
shine in the sun and play one sweet 
melody thanks to the delicate blow 
of the wind. 
How can we lose this?”



/durum wheat semolina
/tubes/capricci/ smooth pens

/schiaffoni/ fusilloni

/scialatielli/ tagliatelle

/ziti/ spaghetti/ lintorci

wheat semolina and pasta
DURUM WHEAT SEMOLINA:
The durum wheat semolina has a warm light-yellow 
color, given to all its preparations together to a great 
flavor and scent of just wheat collected.

PASTA:
Artisan pasta obtained through bronze die and slow 
drying, produced by the grinding of durum wheat of 
the farm Mio Padre è un Albero.
SHORT PASTA: tubes, capricci, smooth pens, schiaffoni 
and fusilloni.
LONG PASTA: scialatielli, tagliatelle, ziti, spaghetti and 
lintorci.

SIZES:
1 kg - 5 kg bag

SIZES:
500g pack



the Basket
/gifts and packaging

“Giving a gift is a gesture that fills 
the heart of joy, of those who love it 
receives and also of those 
who make it”



A paper embraces the oil, the fruit of my olive trees. 
The iconic silhouette of its bottle is made
imprint, becomes a vase and gives back a second life 
to the pack.

SIZES:

Pack for E.V.O. oil Mio Padre è un Albero 0,25L and 0,50L 
Pack for E.V.O. oil Le Impollinatrici 0,25L and 0,50L

#re-invent me 

EXCAVATION | FOOTPRINT | SUBTRACTION inVASO
/packaging design

the packaging with 
a second life



“I am waiting for you in the land, 
in my laboratory, on my digital 
window ... On the tree house!”

LAND
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WORKSHOP:

Via Ariosto, 12
71016 San Severo (FG) - Italy

info@miopadreeunalbero.it
Tel. +39.339.508.0618

                  /miopadreèunalbero

www.miopadreeunalbero.it

let’s meet/
LAND




